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Market Overview 
Yesterday, China and Hong Kong stock markets had a good start in 2021. 
The Hang Seng Index advanced 241pts and closed at 27,472pts with a 
turnover of HKD182.6b. Southbound capital continued to flow into several 
names with a total net inflow of HKD13.5b, of which Tencent (700 HK) 
and China Mobile (941 HK) recorded the most southbound capital inflow 
of HKD3.2b and HKD1,84b, respectively. Sunny Optical (2382 HK), Xiaomi-
W, Nongfu Springs (9633 HK), HKEx (388 HK) hit their record high 
yesterday.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Macro 
The Caixin China purchasing managers' index was 53 in Dec 2020(vs. Nov of 54.9 and consensus of 54.8). 
Dec's reading was the eighth consecutive month that the Caixin PMI held above the 50 mark, which 
indicates an expansion in activity. Also, the sub-indexes for output and total new orders both slipped 
from the previous month but remained in expansionary territory for the 10th and seventh consecutive 
month. Market has confidence that the economic recovery in the post-epidemic era to continue for 
several months, and macroeconomic indicators will be stronger in the next six months.  
 
China Property 
According to CRIC, major Chinese property developers recorded 30% YoY sales growth in Dec 202 on 
average, bringing the full-year sales growth to 15% YoY and imply a 104% completion rate of their 2020 
targets. In particular, CR Land (1109 HK), Jinmao (817 HK), Agile (3383 HK), Greentown (3900 HK) 
delivered stronger sales with >80% YoY growth in Dec. Looking into 2021, market believes developers to 
remain a strong sales volume growth in 2021E on the back of a low base due to Covid-19, and gradually 
soften afterwards amid overall tight policy/credit environment. For stock pick, quality mid-cap 
developers are expected to outperform with 15%-20% YoY on their saleable resources and relatively 
smaller scale, while the large-cap developers are expected to deliver YoY single-digit-growth with more 
focus on balance sheet metrics, profitability and business diversification. Related stocks: Logan (3380 
HK), CIFI (884 HK), KWG Group (1813 HK), Powerlong (1238 HK). 
 
Macau Gaming 
According to DICJ, Macau Dec gross gaming revenue (GGR) fell 66% YoY to MOP7.82b (daily average rate 
of MOP252m), which was better than consensus forecast of -68% YoY. The daily rate for the final 18 days 
of Dec was c.MOP268, which was c.4% lower than  that of the first week of Oct Golden Week of 
MOP279m. Also, Dec’s daily GGR run-rate was the highest since the Covid-19 hit the Macau gaming 
industry in late Jan 2020. On the other hand, according to the provisional figures from the Public Security 
Police Force, average daily visitor arrivals to Macau from 23rd to 27th Dec were 24,503, of which c.93% 
came from Mainland China, also c.30% higher than that of the Oct Golden Week of 18,641/day. Market 
was positive on the GGR recovery rate and recovery has been principally driven by premium mass 
segment. Related stocks: SJM (880 HK), Sands China (1928 HK). 
 
China Bank 
On 31 Dec 2020, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) and the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory 
Commission (CBIRC) jointly issued a notice to establish a concentration management system (CMS) for 
banks’ property loans. The CMS sets tier-based caps for the proportion of outstanding property loans 
(including mortgage loans) to total RMB loans at five different bank tiers. Based on bank asset size, type 
and the concentration of property-related business, the CMS classified banks into five different tiers and 
subjected each tier to different caps for the proportion of outstanding property/mortgage loans to total 
RMB loans, of which mortgage loans is part of property loans. Market believes the impact from CMS to 



some small regional/city/rural commercial banks will be large, given that those banks have significantly 
increased their reliance on the property sector during FY2015-18 amid the pledged supplementary lending 
(PSL)- backed cash settlement of the shantytown renovation program (SRP) in low-tier cities. They may 
hence face some difficulty in meeting the new rules and may have to apply for grace periods. Related 
stocks: CCB (939 HK), CMB (3968 HK). 
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